
What you tell your players 
the session is about:
1 Decision making in dribbling.
2 When and where to dribble.

What you tell your 
players to do:
1 Try to receive the ball facing or turning to face your opponent.
2 Ensure good close control.
3 Stay composed with your head up so that you can see.
4 Observe the positions of opponents and team mates.
5 Look for spaces behind opponents to attack.
6 Look for team mates in better positions than you.

What you get your players to do:
Stage 1: In an area approx 30m x 20m a server
standing outside the grid plays into the area where four
players play 2 v 2. They attempts to beat their
opponents and control the ball in the end zone. Play
then switches the other way. Players rotate so that
everyone practices.

Stage 2: The outside players can pass and join in
making it 3 v 3. Throughout this session offside law
applies only in the attacking third. The ball is always
played on the ground to encourage dribbling.

Development
Insist that the server delivers the ball only to players in
the defending third, then middle third. Then anywhere.

� “Get a good first touch.”
� “Open your body up.”
� “Turn and face.”
� “Where’s the space?” / “Take him on.”
� “Pass it!” / “Give and go!”
� “Keep it” / “Play safe.”

� Players dribbling too close to their own goal.
� Players not taking the advantage to dribble.
� Dribbling against defenders who are well covered.
� Dribbling when an early effective pass is on.
� Not using players better positioned.
� Failing to produce an end product from the dribble.

The skill of
dribbling

How would I put this into a 
game situation:
Use a larger area approx 50m x 35m and increase the
numbers (5 v 5) concentrate on the thirds of the pitch
and the risks and dividends. Encourage good technique
and cleverness in the right areas.

Servers now become goalkeepers so attackers should
now be encouraged to add an end product to the
dribble. This can be a pass, a shot or a cross.

Insist that the goalkeeper delivers the ball only to
players in the defending third, then middle third. Then
anywhere.

where does it fit:  Individual skills: Dribbling  Team skills: Combination play
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The risk is high when dribbling in the defending third and the
dividends are low. The risk of dribbling in the mid third of the
pitch should be weighed up against the benefits of a successful
dribble i.e. a shot at goal.
Dribbling in the attacking third should be encouraged unless a
team mate is far better placed to deliver an end product.



How to use 
smart sessions
Print off the session and take it to training. It
should take you less than five minutes to read
the instructions, set up the session, and then
you are ready to communicate what happens to
your players.

Number of players
You only need six players to complete a session, though it can
easily be expanded to meet your needs. With lots more players you
could have a number of grids working at the same time.

Timings
The timings are for a twenty minute session, but it can be
expanded or reduced to meet your needs. It’s your call.

As a rule of thumb 10 minutes would be enough time for a well
executed first drill, development and feedback. Any shorter and you
have not explored the full skill range or asked enough questions of
the players. Longer is fine as long as you feel the session is
developing. The game related element adds another 10 minutes.

Equipment
The equipment used is simple. A set of cones (or trainers or tops)
as markers and a couple of balls.

You can add in other equipment where you feel you need them –
we just assume that you don’t have them because sometimes the
shed is locked or another coach is using them.

Training area
The size of the training area is left for you to decide. Smaller
players need a smaller area, but the session will never need more
than a 20m x 20m grid for initial drills. The smaller the area the
more intense the training.

The standard and age groups
Smart sessions are based on the core skills of soccer. They will
challenge any standard because a player can always perform the
core better.

The “development” ideas can be used to differentiate between the
different standards of your players; the “think about” section can
challenge the more advanced; the “game related situations” can
change the contact situations the teams face.

Elements of the session
What to tell your players the session is about:
This is your introduction and outlines the objectives of the
session. Just read this out. The players then have an
objective. Return to this at the end of the session to see if you
have achieved your objectives.

What you tell your players to do:
This is how you want your players to achieve the objectives.
You can tell the players straight away how to achieve the
objectives, or you can tease it out of them as the session goes
on.

What you get your players to do:
This shows you how the session is going to work. Depending
on what is going to be achieved, it sets out what actions the
players are going to take. There are no exact measurements,
or complicated patterns – the approach is “simple, stupid,
successful”. Slow motion the first few patterns – get the drill
right and the skill right first before speeding up. Use the
“What to shout” prompts to keep the players focused. Use the
“What to look for” to keep your eye on why the players might
be failing.

Development
No session is worth doing unless there is some form of
progression. Normally there will be an increase in pressure, say
by adding more defenders, or by restricting the time available.
Other areas for you to think about are: Where do I stand as
coach? Do I throw the ball into the grid?

How would I put this into a game situation?
All the elements of the session are geared to the game, but
this section puts the session one step away from a full game,
with attack, defence and a goal line.

What to shout
Have the words handy, because apart from the usual words of
encouragement, it is good to shout the key factors to players.
Of course you can hold some of these “shouts” back and ask
the players to identify how they can improve.

What to look for
You need to keep your eyes open for “best practice”. This
section helps you identify quickly where players might go
wrong so you can quickly put them right.

Think about
Here you have the chance to challenge the players and
situation, either by using feedback or just asking yourself the
questions. It is a little more advanced and might not be
appropriate for your players.

Where does it fit:
To help you file and order our coaching we have given you the
core areas of individual and team skills that the session
covers.
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Players should wear shin pads in all coaching sessions. They
should be suitable to the player’s physique and worn correctly
with socks pulled up.


